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Indian Railway Locomotive Engines
The Indian Railways primarily operates electric and diesel locomotives. Steam locomotives are operated on a few World Heritage sites and also run occasionally as heritage
trains. A locomotive is also known as a loco or engine. The country's first steam locomotive ran on the Red Hill Railway from Red Hills to the Chintadripet bridge in
Madras in 1837.

Hardcore SMOKING ALCo's : Indian Railways EXCLUSIVE
Locomotive Specifications. Data shown here is mainly drawn from "Diesel and Electric
Locomotives of Indian Railways" by Jal E Daboo, published by the British Overseas Railways
Historical Trust (BORHT), with updates and additions from the IRFCA mailing list.Permission is
granted to copy this document in whole or part for any non-commercial (non-profit) uses only.
Top 10 High Power Locomotives of Indian Railways
This is a list of locomotive builders by country, including current and defunct builders. Many of the companies changed names over
time; this list attempts to give the most recognisable name, generally the one used for the longest time or during the company's best-
known period.

Top 5 Most Powerful Locomotives of Indian Railways
The GT46PAC is a passenger version of the previous Indian Railways EMD GT46MAC freight locomotive. The locomotive has a 16
cylinder 710G3B diesel engine with a maximum speed of 904 RPM.
New Locomotives of Indian Railways
WAG-5 Locomotive class of Indian Railways is a type of electric locomotive used for passenger dedicated class. The WAG-5 is the
second most used locomotive engine by the Indian Railways. Indian Locomotive Class WAP-7
High Power Locomotives Of Indian Railways
The WDM-2 is the most common diesel locomotive of Indian Railways. The WDM-2A is a variant of the original WDM-2. These units have
been retro-fitted with air brakes, in addition to the original vacuum brakes. The WDM-2B is a more recent locomotive, built with air brakes
as original equipment.
[IRFCA] Inside Rajdhani Express Locomotive, Ultimate Cab Ride in WDP4D Engine
The WDG-4G (Wide/broad Gauge Diesel Goods/freight, Class 4G) is a class of 4,500 HP Diesel-electric freight locomotive
developed by GE Transportation based on its existing Evolution Series of locomotives for Indian Railways. The locomotives will
be manufactured in a newly constructed factory(Diesel Locomotive Factory, Marhowra) in Bihar.

WAP - 4 is a common electric locomotive used in India. The locomotive was developed after a previous class WAP 1 was found
inadequate to haul the longer, heavier express trains that were becoming the mainstay of the Indian Railways network. It was
introduced in 1994, with a similar bodyshell to the WAP-1 class, but with Hitachi traction motors. Electricals are traditional DC
loco type tap changers, driving six traction motors arranged in Co-Co fashion. This locomotive has proved to be highly suc
Indian Railways gets new modern diesel locomotive; check ...
The locomotive is being jointly developed by Alstom and Indian Railways, and is the first Indian Railways locomotive that has a power output greater
than 10,000 horsepower. With a power output of 12,000 hp, it is twice as powerful as its immediate predecessor, WAG-9, and is one of the most
powerful freight locomotives in the world.
Indian locomotive class WAG-12 - Wikipedia
List of locomotives. Language Watch Edit This is a list of locomotives that currently have articles in Wikipedia. These can be classes, or
individual locomotives. American ... Indian Railways. Indian Locomotive Class WDM-2; Indian locomotive class WAP-4; Indian locomotive
class WAP-5; Indian locomotive class WAP-7 ...
Indian locomotives class WDG-4G - Wikipedia
The most common classes of locomotives in India are the YDM4, WDM2, WDM3A, WDG3A, WDS4B WDP4, WDG4, WAM4,
WAG5, WCAM2, WAP1, WAP4, WAP5, WAP7, WAG9 etc. It is important to note that the class name is assigned by the
Railways for ease of classification and NOT by the manufacturer.
IRFCA - Indian Steam Heritage, The Run ( WP-7161 )
Indian Railways use both electric and diesel locomotives for broad gauge line. WAP class and WAG class are two most used Locomotive Class of
Indian Railways, Indian Locomotive Class WAG-9 is the most powerful Locomotives of Indian Railways. WAG-12. WDG4G will be the India’s first
high horse power locomotive arrived at Kolkata port from Alstom France.
List of locomotive builders - Wikipedia

Under the $2.5 billion deal, GE will make two types of locomotives for Indian Railways. This is a dual-cab locomotive with a 4,500-horsepower engine.
Indian locomotive class WAP-7 - Wikipedia
The WAP 7 is a three-phase AC electric passenger locomotive developed by the Chittaranjan Locomotive Works. It is the most powerful passenger
locomotive in the Indian Railways' fleet. It is a passenger variant of the WAG 9 freight locomotive with a modified gear ratio to pull lighter loads at
higher speeds. It is capable of hauling 24 coach trains at speeds ranging 110–140 km/h, depending on the MPS of the sector, and is now largely
used by Northern Railways, South Central Railway, Central ...
How Locomotives are Classified by Indian Railways – 24 Coaches
A brief discription of WAG C3, a 10000 HP made in India locomotive, which has been coverted from two decommissioned locos of India
i.e., WAM 4 and WDG 3A.
Indian locomotive class WDM-2 - Wikipedia
Indian Railway Locomotive Engines
Locomotives of India - Wikipedia
The locomotive is the only “live” part of the train, it is the train. These powerful awe-inspiring machines, from the steam engines of 1853
to the modern 6350 hp WAG9 propel the lifeline of the nation and are in reality the “engines” driving India.
Locomotives of the Indian Railways! – 24 Coaches
HARDCORE CHUGGING and SMOKING DIESEL Locomotives ALCo powered Trains.Wonder if I went into a Steam era ! Catch
the hard core Smoking - Chugging action by various Indian Railway Shed ALCO's in this ...
[IRFCA] Indian Railways FAQ: Diesel and Electric ...
WP 7161 is a Chittranjan Locomotive Works built engine, inducted into active service in 1965, this locomotive was homed at Saharanpur
shed and gave distinguished service to IR before being phased...
Indian locomotive class WAP-4 - Wikipedia
The class WDM-3A is Indian Railways' workhorse diesel-electric locomotive. Since 1993, it has been manufactured in India by the Diesel
Locomotive Works (DLW), Varanasi. The model name stands for broad gauge (W), diesel (D), mixed traffic (M) engine. The WDM-3A is
the most common diesel locomotive of Indian Railways.
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